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Structure of Presentation

� Background/Context
� Describe Quantitative Limits and Prudent Person Rule
� Note supervisory considerations
� Compare QL  and PPR
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Some Context

� Regardless of pension program, if the program is funded (i.e.,
there is a pool of money), then the assets must be managed by
some entity or governing body

• Who manages? 
• What does it mean to “manage assets”?
• Why regulate & supervise the asset mgmt. activity?
• How to regulate & supervise?
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Some Context -2

� Who is responsible for/performs the investment management
function?

• Employer

• Trustee or other fiduciary; pension fund board

• Financial institution
• Adjunct of the State (possible additional considerations)

• Individual members  (special case)

� What is the “investment management function”?
• Determination of overall investment policy

• Establishment of asset allocation parameters (managing overall
portfolio)

• Investment manager selection (internal/external?)

• Individual security selection (stock-picking)
• Conducting necessary transactions (buying/selling)

• Monitoring these activities
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Why regulate?
The Goals of Regulation of Pension Asset

Management
(Some Context -3)

� First, prevent harm by providing boundaries
– substantial costs associated with program failure

– remove inherent systemic temptations/conflicts
– limit excessive risk taking

� Second, provide a framework conducive to success
– encourage appropriate behaviors and processes
– enable wise investments balancing risk/return

� Third, produce other “good” results
– reflect policy matters exogenous to pension program
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The Regulatory & Supervisory Functions
(Some Context - 4)

� How should government regulate/ supervise?

– Which regulator? Is the investment management activity otherwise
regulated and supervised? And what additional regulation and
supervision might be needed for pension funds?

– Substantive regulation
• Quantitative limitations applicable to investment portfolios
• Behavioural rules (e.g., Prudent Person Rule)

• Mixed approach (“prudent person plus”)

– Structural/Process regulation
• Governance rules

• Prudent person rule

– What supervisory functions follow from selected regulatory
approach?
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Substantive Rule: Quantitative Limitations
establish the numerically boundaries of classes of

investments

� Asset Class (gov’t. securities, equity, bonds, real estate, venture capital, etc.)

� International/Foreign Investment (direct limits, currency matching)

� Minimum Diversification
� Ownership Concentration
� Conflict of Interest/Self Investment (employer stock; loans to sponsoring

firm/employer or investment manager)

� Ceilings vs. floors (floors, i.e., requiring amounts to be invested in a given
asset class, are generally avoided)
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Substantive Rule: Quantitative Limitations
may expose pension system to a significant regulatory gap -1

� In effect, the QL Rule sets initial asset allocation (for all pension
funds) -- and does little else.

– State determines initial asset allocation parameters
• Compare PPR:  pension fund governing body makes determination

– But a QL Rule fails to address the necessary, additional activities
of the investment management function

• Determine overall investment policy;

• Establish asset allocation strategy (within the QL Rule parameters)

• Select investment managers (internal/external?) and/or pick individual
securities themselves (“stock-picking”)

• Perform monitoring function

• = Regulatory Gap
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Substantive Rule: Quantitative Limitations
may expose pension system to a significant regulatory gap -2

� Too hot, too cold, or just right?
– If parameters are too loose (i.e. not constraining at all), then 

the rule would be meaningless and ineffective.

– If parameters are too restrictive, then 
the regulator has “stepped into the shoes of” the pension fund
manager by significantly constraining fund’s activity

• disregards usefulness of investment mgmt. professionals

• ignores possible desirability for pension fund individualisation)

– But if parameters are set “just right” (i.e., coinciding with general
industry norms and standards) the rule

• prevents outliers and extreme investment strategies

• but may inhibit unique, but responsible, investment strategies (Boots)

• and may inhibit some maximizing behaviors at the margins
(one-size may not fit every pension fund)
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Supervision: Quantitative Limitations

� Easy to supervise
� Sets clear boundaries for pension asset managers

� Supervisory elements should include:
– reporting and valuation rules

– review process

– methods/rules to address correcting of violations, penalty
assessment:

• distinguish temporary, market-driven vs. significant violations

� May need to consider additional standards of supervision
applicable to investment activity within each asset category
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Alternative: The Prudent Person Rule (“PPR”)
establishes a broadly applicable behavioural standard that can

be applied to the process by which investment management
decisions are made

“A fiduciary must discharge his/her duties with the care, skill,
prudence and diligence that a prudent person acting in a like

capacity would use in the conduct of an enterprise of like
character and aims.”
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Background: PPR
� Trust law: A standard for those “entrusted” with powers to be

used in the interest of others - e.g., those taking care of other
people’s money and other property
– stringent standard:  “Highest known to the law” (US courts)

– language of moral duty and obligation

� Fiduciary relationships arise outside traditional “trust” context,
including business/ financial contexts.
– corporate directors / s-holders; mutual fund board / investors

– As a result, the precise contours of the substantive rule can vary

� Legal form used can vary: trust, contract, corporate

� Please refer to background paper for additional discussion
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PPR - Key Elements - 1
� Segregation of Assets

– Reduces conflict of interest abuses
– Avoids confusion arising from intermingling of assets

– Protects assets from firm’s claimants/creditors (e.g, in bankruptcy)

– Establishes an identifiable ‘pool of assets’ to manage (and to which
the PPR standard will be applied)

� Process-Orientation/“Procedural prudence”.
– The focus of regulation is not “what” is decided, but “how” it

is decided and how it is implemented.
• Due diligence and due care
• Decision-making and review processes

• Documentation

• Delegation and duty to monitor activities of those to whom
responsibility delegated)

– Have the required skills or obtain appropriate assistance from others
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PPR - Key Elements - 2

� Duty of Loyalty (affirmative duty)
– Plus strict prohibitions: rules preventing situations giving rise to

conflicts of interest

� Principle of Diversification
– Prudent management
– Avoidance of undue risk

� Role of Industry Standards and Customary Practices
– Benchmarking

� Enforceability/Liability
– Role of supervisors, judiciary
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Supervision: Prudent Person Rule
Process-orientation has significant implications

� Investment Portfolios will be fund-specific
� Boundaries of law are “fuzzy”
� Internal processes and controls are difficult to regulate, monitor

and supervise . . . .

� Supervisory elements should include:
– Governance:  Assure strong governance mechanisms

• Suitability
• Investment and Funding Policy

• Clarity of responsible parties

– Reporting and Valuation Rules
– Examination Method: Identify aberrant behavior and unusual

investment patterns
• E.g,  unusual allocation; trading volume; performance volatility

– Corrections/Penalties

– Additional Avenues For Monitoring
• Consider role of courts; participants/members,

service providers.
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Comparing Investment Performance:
PPR vs. Quantitative Limits

� Comparison is difficult and may be misleading
– Economic theory would suggest better outcomes under PPR

regimes rather than QL jurisdictions
• No artificial constraints on profit-maximising behaviour

– Some data would appear to suggest better performance under PPR
approach

– PPR benchmarking/“herding”

� Empirically, it is difficult to assess
– Numerous other intervening factors

– Difficult to identify when QL actually constrain asset allocations
– In reality mixed approach is used in many countries

• Please refer to background paper for additional discussion

� Is investment performance the only appropriate measure of a
successful regulatory regime?
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PPR and QL Regulation Are Not
Mutually Exclusive

� PPR-type countries use quantitative limits to address
– e.g.,

• self-investment

• unregulated markets

• illiquid asset classes

• underdeveloped/developing investment mgmt. industry or markets,
• policy concerns exogenous to pension fund investment performance

(international investment limitations).

� In QL jurisdictions, the “gap” should be addressed: pension fund
governors need standards/guidance for how to manage assets,
establish precise asset allocations and invest within each asset
class -- even in the presence of a set of rigorous quantitative
limitations.

� Examples: Canada, Brazil.
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QL vs. PPR: Summary
– Quantitative Limits

• easy to understand
• easy to supervise

• may be difficult to calibrate

• leaves a significant regulatory gap
– Likely need to be supplemented by rules addressing other aspects

of the investment management process and fund governance.

– Prudent Person Rule
• not as easily understood
• addresses the entire investment management process

• plan/fund specific

• presents additional supervisory challenges
• regulators may find it desirable to supplement PPR

– with reinforcing quantitative rules in specific areas (conflicts of
interest, self-investment, etc.)


